Abstract. We introduce a class of rings we call right annelidan, defined by the property that the right annihilator of any element of the ring is a right waist. This class of rings encompasses domains as well as right uniserial rings and certain other local rings. We will obtain an assortment of results on the structure of right annelidan rings. We will show that they arise naturally in some old results of Kaplansky concerning principal one-sided ideals. We will determine some of the important ideals and radicals of right annelidan rings in the presence of various chain conditions. We will establish that the annelidan condition is not left-right symmetric. We will examine what the annelidan condition entails for exchange rings, for π-regular rings, and for quasi-Frobenius and Frobenius rings and algebras. To conclude, we will apply the annelidan condition to extend a known result on prime ideals in uniserial rings.
Introduction
A good deal of the structure of a ring can often be determined from the lattice structure of its right (or left) ideals. Some preeminent cases include the theories of noetherian rings, von Neumann regular rings, local rings, Goldie dimension, 2-firs, uniserial rings, and rings whose right ideals form a distributive lattice. In this paper we introduce right annelidan rings, which are characterized by a natural order condition within the right ideal lattice. These rings subsume several diverse classes of rings; nevertheless, right annelidan rings turn out to have a pleasing structure theory, and they enable us to extend some useful results known to hold for narrower classes of rings.
Background
Throughout this paper, all rings are associative with unity. For any adjective A describing a class of modules, a ring R will be called right A if the module R R satisfies A. We will call a ring left A if the opposite ring is right A, and we will call a ring A if it is both right A and left A. Whenever we say two right ideals of a ring are comparable or incomparable, we will always mean with respect to inclusion.
A module is called uniserial if its submodules are linearly ordered by inclusion. A module is called Bézout if every finitely generated submodule is cyclic. (Obviously, any uniserial module is Bézout.) Given a ring R, the right singular ideal of R will be denoted by Z(R R ), the Jacobson radical of R by rad R, the upper nilradical of R by Nil * R, the Baer lower nilradical (i.e. the prime radical) of R by Nil * R, and the group of units of R by U (R). We will write R[ [x] ] for the ring of formal power 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 16E50, 16L30, 16P70; Secondary 16L60, 16N20, 16N40, 16P10, 16P20, 16P40.
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series, R[x, y, . . .] for the polynomial ring in commuting indeterminates x, y, . . ., and R x, y, . . . for the free ring in noncommuting indeterminates x, y, . . ., in each case with coefficients (which commute with all indeterminates) from R. All other ring-theoretic terminology and notation will be standard, pursuant to the usage in [9] and [10] .
The following basic lemma will find repeated application. 
Proof. Set x 0 = 1 and y 0 = α, and assume inductively that x 0 , . . . , x n and y 0 , . . . , y n have already been constructed. Since y n ∈ I = I 2 , there exist elements w i ∈ I and z i ∈ I such that
Since R is right Bézout, w 1 R + w 2 R + · · · + w k R = wR for some w ∈ I. Write w i = wr i for some r i ∈ R. Letting x n+1 = w and y n+1 = k i=1 r i z i completes the induction.
We record two obvious consequences of Lemma 2.1: Corollary 2.3 will serve as a benchmark for later generalizations. By a celebrated theorem of H. Bass (see [3] ), the left perfect condition is equivalent to the descending chain condition on principal right * ideals, which D. Jonah has shown implies the ascending chain condition on principal left ideals (see [6] ). A left perfect ring need not satisfy the ascending chain condition on principal right ideals, as shown (upon passage to opposite rings) by the following example, constructed for a different purpose by B. Osofsky.
Example 2.4. Let α be any infinite ordinal, let F be a field, let V be the F -vector space with basis {e β : ordinal β α}, and let R be the F -subalgebra of End F V generated by {1 V } ∪ {E i,j : i < j} where the "transfinite matrix units" E i,j ∈ End F V are defined by E i,j (e j ) = e i and E i,j (e k ) = 0 whenever k = j.
By the proposition on p. 352 of [15] , the ring R is right perfect (i.e. it has the descending chain condition on principal left ideals). But
is an infinite ascending chain of principal left ideals of R. * It is an accepted custom when discussing this topic to reassure the reader at this point that the words "right" and "left" are being used correctly throughout this sentence.
So there is no "Principal Hopkins-Levitzki Theorem" for general rings. Nevertheless, for right uniserial rings DCC on principal right ideals does imply ACC on principal right ideals, because of the following easy result. Thus, a right uniserial, left perfect ring is actually right artinian. We will weaken the hypotheses of Corollary 2.3 in Proposition 3.15 below.
Right annelidan rings
A submodule N of a module M is called a waist if for every submodule K ⊆ M we have K ⊆ N or N ⊆ K. Waists were introduced by M. Auslander, E. L. Green, and I. Reiten in [2] in order to study the module categories of certain Artin algebras.
We will call a ring R right annelidan if for every element a ∈ R the right ideal ann R r (a) is a waist in the module R R . From the outset, we must acknowledge some degree of inflexibility in this property: neither a subring nor a factor ring of a right annelidan ring need be right annelidan. Right annelidan rings can be characterized as follows. (ii) =⇒ (iii): Suppose R is not right annelidan. Then there exists some element a ∈ R and some right ideal A ⊆ R such that ann R r (a) and A are incomparable. Choosing b ∈ ann R r (a) \ A and c ∈ A \ ann R r (a) shows that (ii) does not hold. (iii) =⇒ (i): Suppose R is right annelidan. Let bR and cR be incomparable principal right ideals, and let a ∈ R. Since R is right annelidan, bR and cR must either both properly contain, or both be properly contained in, ann R r (a). In the former case, ab and ac are both nonzero; in the latter case, ab = ac = 0. Thus, (i) holds.
A few obvious examples of right annelidan rings include domains, right uniserial rings, and local rings whose maximal ideal m satisfies m 2 = (0). On the other hand, it is easy to find some natural conditions that force a right annelidan ring to be a domain or a local ring. For instance, as we will see, a right annelidan semiprimitive ring must be a domain; a right annelidan exchange ring must be local.
It is a standard, elementary observation that a ring is prime and reduced if and only if it is a domain. As an amusing curiosity, the word prime can be replaced by right annelidan in this statement, although prime and right annelidan are independent conditions.
Lemma 3.2. If R is a right annelidan ring, then
{0} ∪ {left zero-divisors of R} = Z(R R ).
Hence, a ring is right annelidan and reduced if and only if it is a domain.
Proof. A nonzero waist in any module is necessarily an essential submodule; thus, if R is right annelidan then every left zero-divisor of R is contained in Z(R R ).
The final statement follows from [10, Lemma (7.8)].
Since von Neumann regular rings are nonsingular, we obtain:
right annelidan von Neumann regular ring is a division ring.
This last observation can also be obtained from our next result.
Lemma 3.4. In a right annelidan ring, the only idempotents are 0 and 1.
Proof. If e is an idempotent in a right annelidan ring R, then the right ideals eR and (1 − e)R are comparable.
Since a semiperfect ring contains a complete set of local idempotents, we obtain the following corollary, which is worth explicitly recording although it will be generalized in Proposition 3.11.
Corollary 3.5. A right annelidan ring is semiperfect if and only if it is local.
Furthermore, a ring in which ab = 1 but ba = 1 must contain an infinite set of matrix units, whence the following:
. Any right annelidan ring is Dedekind-finite.
A stronger condition than Dedekind-finiteness-examined by I. Kaplansky in [7, §2] in connection with right Hermite rings-is that any two elements that generate the same principal right ideal must be right associates. Right annelidan rings satisfy this condition as well. Proof. To prove (i), let b ∈ R be a right zero-divisor; say, ab = 0 with a = 0. Let m ⊂ R be any maximal right ideal. Since R is right annelidan and a = 0, we have ann
For so-called "principal ideal rings," we can obtain a converse to the two-sided version of Proposition 3.7(i). We now consider what the annelidan condition means for π-regular rings and for exchange rings. First, recall that a ring R is called π-regular if for every x ∈ R there exist y ∈ R and n ∈ N such that x n = x n yx n . This class of rings includes all von Neumann regular rings, one-sided perfect rings, and algebraic algebras over fields.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose R is a right annelidan ring. Then R is π-regular if and only if it is local and its maximal ideal is nil.
Proof. The "if" statement is clear (and does not require the right annelidan hypothesis).
To prove the "only if" statement, assume R is a right annelidan π-regular ring. For any x ∈ R, there exists n ∈ N such that x n R = eR for some idempotent e ∈ R. From Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.6 we deduce that every element of R is either invertible or nilpotent. It now follows from Lemma 3.2 that the set of nilpotent elements of R is an ideal; therefore, R is local and its maximal ideal is nil.
In [5] Recall that a ring R is called an exchange ring if the module R R satisfies Crawley and Jónsson's finite exchange property: given a finite set I, whenever
in the category of right R-modules, there exist submodules 6 , we see that for every r ∈ R we have r ∈ U (R) or 1 − r ∈ U (R). Therefore R is local.
A ring whose set of nilpotent elements is an ideal is called an NI-ring; see [11] for some results on NI-rings. Under a mild chain condition, a right annelidan ring is guaranteed to be an NI-ring: Proof. It suffices to show that every left zero-divisor of R is nilpotent, because Lemma 3.2 will then show that the set of nilpotent elements of R is an ideal, which therefore equals Nil * R. Suppose R satisfies chain condition (i). Pick any a ∈ R. By hypothesis, the ascending chain of right annihilators {ann R r (a n )} n∈N stabilizes; thus, for some n ∈ N we have ann R r (a n ) = ann R r (a 2n ). Therefore,
Since ann R r (a) is a waist in R R , either a n = 0 or else a is not a left zero-divisor. So we get the desired conclusion when condition (i) holds.
It is easy to see that for right annelidan rings, condition (ii) implies condition (i). Only the case of condition (iii) remains.
Suppose R satisfies chain condition (iii). Assume, for a contradiction, that a ∈ R is a left zero-divisor that is not nilpotent. Suppose ab = 0 for some nonzero element b ∈ R. Since R is right annelidan and a is not contained in the right annihilator of any power of a, we can define a sequence of nonzero elements
, and a n b n = 0 for every n ∈ N. The principal left ideals {Rb n } n∈N form an ascending chain; so by hypothesis, Rb n = Rb n+1 for some n ∈ N. Write b n+1 = rb n for some r ∈ R. Then b n+1 ∈ ann Strengthening the chain conditions in Proposition 3.12 yields a stronger result.
Corollary 3.13. Suppose R is a right annelidan ring that satisfies any one of the following conditions: (i) R is left noetherian, (ii) R is right Goldie, (iii) R satisfies the ascending chain condition on right annihilator ideals and on left annihilator ideals.
Then
Proof. Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are well-known "nil ⇒ nilpotent" criteria (due to J. W. Fisher, I. N. Herstein, C. Lanski, and L. Small), which give Nil * R = Nil * R.
Thus, one-sided annelidan, one-sided noetherian rings share with commutative rings the property that the intersection of all prime ideals of the ring equals the set of its nilpotent elements. Rings with this property are known as 2-primal rings and have been rather extensively studied throughout the last 30 years: see the references cited at the top of p. 496 of [12] .
Can "nil ⇒ nilpotent," or some partial result in that direction, be deduced from the annelidan condition alone? This idea suggests a third open question:
Question. In an annelidan ring, is a nil ideal necessarily T -nilpotent, and is a T -nilpotent ideal necessarily nilpotent?
We will now give the promised generalization of Corollary 2.3. We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 3.14. Let R be a right annelidan ring with elements a, b ∈ R satisfying aR = bR and a = br for some r ∈ R \ U (R). Then a = b = 0.
Proof. By Proposition 3.7(ii) we have a = bu for some u ∈ U (R). Since R is right annelidan,
as asserted. Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that I is a nontrivial proper idempotent ideal of a right annelidan, right Bézout ring R with the ascending chain condition on principal right ideals. Choose some nonzero α ∈ I. By Lemma 2.1, there exist nonzero elements α i,j ∈ I such that α = α 1,1 α 2,1 and α 1,n = α 1,n+1 α 2,n+1 for all n ∈ N. The principal right ideals {α 1,n R} n∈N form an ascending chain; hence, by hypothesis, α 1,n R = α 1,n+1 R for sufficiently large n. But Lemma 3.14 now implies that α 1,n = α 1,n+1 = 0, a contradiction.
The annelidan condition is not left-right symmetric
In light of Proposition 3.1, it is inconceivable that every right annelidan ring be left annelidan. We now confirm this intuition. 
for all t i , m i ∈ T .
Then: (i) R is a local ring, and R is a left noetherian ring if and only if T is a left noetherian ring.
( T is a left noetherian domain, then R is a 2-primal, left noetherian, local ring that is right annelidan but not left annelidan.
ii) R is a right noetherian ring if and only if T is finitely generated as a right S-module (in which case T is not a domain). (iii) R is neither left nor right Bézout. (iv) R is not left annelidan. (v) R is right annelidan if and only if T is a domain. (vi) If
Proof. (i): Straightforward.
(ii): Assume R is right noetherian. Then the ideal I = (0) ⊕ T ⊂ R is a finitely generated right ideal, which shows that T is a finite-dimensional right S-vector space. Conversely, suppose T is finitely generated as a right S-module. Then I is a noetherian right R-module. Since T is a right artinian ring, R/I is a noetherian right R-module. Therefore R is a right noetherian ring.
(iii): Choose a nonzero element m ∈ m. Then the left ideal R(m, 0)+R(0, 1) ⊂ R is not principal, so R is not left Bézout.
Since S = T , we can choose elements α, β ∈ T that are right S-linearly independent. Then the right ideal (0, α)R + (0, β)R ⊂ R is not principal, so R is not right Bézout.
(iv): We have ann R ℓ ((0, 1)) = (0) ⊕ T , which neither contains nor is contained in the left ideal m ⊕ m.
(v): Suppose T is not a domain. Choose t ∈ T such that {0} ann
, which neither contains nor is contained in the right ideal (0) ⊕ T . So in this case, R is not right annelidan.
Suppose T is a domain. Then the right annihilator of an element of R is either {0}, m ⊕ T , or R, in each case a waist in the module R R . In this case, R is right annelidan.
(vi): Apply Corollary 3.13.
Example 4.2. The annelidan condition is not right-left symmetric, it is not inherited by subrings, and it is not inherited by factor rings.
Let Proof. We will verify condition (ii) of Proposition 3.1. Let a, b, c ∈ R be such that ab = 0 and ac = 0. Since R is left annelidan, we have
For the corollary that follows, we recall this definition: given a field F , we say that an F -algebra R is a symmetric F -algebra if dim F R < ∞ and Hom F (R, F ) ∼ = R as (R, R)-bimodules (equivalently, if R is a finite-dimensional Frobenius F -algebra whose Nakayama automorphism is inner, or, also equivalently, if R is a finitedimensional F -algebra for which there exists a nondegenerate, associative, symmetric F -bilinear form R × R −→ F ). Lest any confusion arise, a symmetric algebra, as defined here, and a symmetric ring, as defined in [12] , are independent notions.
Corollary 4.4. If R is a one-sided annelidan quasi-Frobenius ring, then R is a local annelidan Frobenius ring. If R is a one-sided annelidan quasi-Frobenius algebra, then R is a local annelidan symmetric algebra.
Proof. A local quasi-Frobenius ring is Frobenius, and a local quasi-Frobenius algebra is symmetric. The rest follows from Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 4.3.
If F is a field and G is a finite group, then the group ring F G is a symmetric algebra, which is local in the case where G is a p-group and char F = p. Let C n denote the cyclic group of order n; let K 4 denote the Klein 4-group.
For the reader who enjoys the pursuit of minimal criminals (cf. [20] , [21] , [22] , and [23] ), the following scholium provides some small examples that circumscribe the conclusions of Corollary 4.4. 
Proof. That R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 are local non-annelidan symmetric algebras is easily verified. To see that they are (up to isomorphism) the unique minimal examples satisfying these conditions, we first note that any local algebra of dimension 1 or 2 is annelidan. Thus, any minimal local symmetric algebra that is not annelidan must be an algebra over F 2 of dimension 3 or 4.
A local 3-dimensional F 2 -algebra must have as its maximal ideal a 4-element nilpotent non-unital ring that is not cyclic as an additive group. The structure of such a maximal ideal is given by [8, Theorem 2.3 .3]; we deduce that the only local 3-dimensional F 2 -algebras (up to isomorphism) are
Both of these rings are annelidan (and the first ring also fails the other condition of the scholium, as it is not quasi-Frobenius). Thus, a minimal local symmetric algebra that is not annelidan must be a 4-dimensional F 2 -algebra. The local 4-dimensional F 2 -algebras can be classified in the same way as the 3-dimensional ones, this time using [8, Theorem 2.3.6] . Such an algebra is isomorphic to either R 1 , R 2 , or R 3 from the statement of the scholium, or else
We winnow out these examples as follows: R 4 is annelidan but not quasi-Frobenius; R 5 is neither annelidan nor quasi-Frobenius; R 6 is an annelidan symmetric algebra; R 7 is neither annelidan nor quasi-Frobenius.
The ring R 3 in Scholium 4.5 has achieved notoriety in other venues as well. It is one of the three minimal noncommutative duo rings (see [23, Theorem 3] ); it is, moreover, a (minimal) example of a duo ring in which ab = 0 ⇒ ba = 0 (see [12, Example 3.9] ).
An application to uniserial rings
In this section we will strengthen a useful result of G. E. Puninskiȋ and A. A. Tuganbaev, which V. Puninskaya [16] cites as Lemma 15.2 of [17] . Regrettably, the monograph [17] is apparently unobtainable outside of Russia (and seems to have had very limited publication even within Russia).
We begin with the following simple fact.
Lemma 5.1. Let R be a ring whose ideals are linearly ordered by inclusion.
Proof. If I, J ⊆ R are ideals satisfying IJ = (0), then since I and J are comparable, I 2 = (0) or J 2 = (0). This proves (i), from which (ii) follows.
Lemma 5.1 is of course applicable to many rings besides one-sided uniserial ones. For example, any homomorphic image of the ring of all linear transformations from any vector space to itself satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma. Suppose that R/P is right annelidan, and P R is a waist in the module R R . Then P is a completely prime ideal if and only if I is not a nilpotent ideal.
Proof. If I is nilpotent, then P is not even prime, much less completely prime. Conversely, assume that P is not completely prime. Applying Lemma 5.1(ii) to the factor ring R/P , we see that R/P is not reduced. Choose a ∈ R such that a 2 ∈ P but a ∈ P . Then a ∈ I n for some n ∈ N. Since the ideals of R are linearly ordered by inclusion, I
n ⊂ RaR.
We will use a bar to denote images under the canonical map R −→ R/P = R. By hypothesis, R is right annelidan. Since a ∈ ann R r (a) \ I n , we have I n ⊂ ann R r (a). Therefore, I 2n ⊆ RaR I n = RaI n = (0), which shows that P = I 2n is an idempotent ideal of R. By Lemma 2.1, there exist x 1 , y 1 ∈ P such that a 2 = x 1 y 1 . Since aR ⊆ P and P R ⊂ R R is a waist, we have x 1 ∈ P ⊂ aR; say, x 1 = az 1 for some z 1 ∈ R. Then a − z 1 y 1 ∈ ann R r (a) \ P . Therefore (again since P R ⊂ R R is a waist), we have P ⊂ ann R r (a). Consequently, P ⊂ aR =⇒ P = P 2 ⊆ aRP = aP = (0).
Hence I is nilpotent.
A special case of Proposition 5.2 is the aforesaid result of Puninskiȋ and Tuganbaev, used by Puninskaya to study the model theory of a module over a countable uniserial ring. Remark. Of course, given an ideal I even in a commutative noetherian ring, it is certainly possible to have ∞ n=1 I n Q I for infinitely many different prime ideals Q.
